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Conturelle 805852
underwire bra BLOOMY
DAYS porcelaine rose
Price

59,96 €

Previous price

74,95 €

Availability

Always on stock

Shipping time

48 hours

Number

805852

Producer code

805852

Manufacturer

Conturelle

Product description
Bra from the Conturelle Bloomy Days collection. Every day, regardless of the season, starts with the choice of underwear, which is why Felina by
Conturelle offers a soft bra with slightly transparent cups that consist of two layers of material, durable tulle on the inside and decorative
embroidered lace on the outside. The bra is sustened by the side panel which gives a sense of supportiveness and is also stabilised with
underwire. The entire cup is delicately transparent, subtly enveloping the breasts and the decorative lace element reaches the shoulder strap,
which is also regulated. The cup has a delicate seam that runs from the lower underwire to the shoulder strap, which makes the bra comfortable
and shapes the bust perfectly. The smooth straps and accessories are in a warm porcelain rose colour, while the cups themselves are made of
elegant embroidered lace. The floral elements and motifs have been hand-drawn, which makes them extremely charming and romantic. The
whole set is an interesting, rarely seen universal colour combined with comfortable wearing.
Fabric Composition:
71% polyamide
21% Elastane
6% Viscose
2% polyester

This product has additional options:
Colour: Porcelain rose (528)
Bra size: EU 70E/ UK 32E , EU 75E/ UK 34E , EU 80E/ UK 36E , EU 80F/ UK 36F , EU 80G/ UK 36G , EU 85C/ UK 38C , EU 85G/
UK 38G , EU 90C/ UK 40C , EU 90D/ UK 40D , EU 90G/ UK 40G , EU 95E/ UK 42E , EU 95F/ UK 42F , EU 95G/ UK 42G
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